Portfolio

Portfolio of services
Proven expertise is the basis for a comprehensive range of services associated with the
management of space resources and the planning of cost effective property strategies.
Space auditing
Space audits generate space utilisation survey data, and related information from college and
university management systems. The precise objectives of the audit are tailored to the specific
needs of individual colleges and universities.
Space Modelling
Using a unique space modelling system it is possible to evaluate any property strategy involving
the rationalisation of an existing estate or the planning of new accommodation profiles. The space
implications of changes in staff numbers or course provision can also be assessed.
This graph identifies the existing teaching facilities in a university. The rooms that are surplus to
existing requirements are identified and it is possible to define possible new enrolments. Workable
timetables can be prepared to show the feasibility of planned scenarios.

The surplus rooms may be clustered to release marketable buildings or other defined areas of the estate.
Space management
Consultancy is available to assist all aspects of timetabling and the use of space resources. The
team has extensive experience of collaborating with leading property and financial advisors and
architects operating in the further and higher education sectors.
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Timetabling services
Timetabling determines the learning experience of every student. It shapes the work pattern of
every member of the teaching staff. It is a process that has implications for staff and student
performance, course evaluation and standards of morale throughout a college or university.
Unrivalled support is available to assist the critical timetabling process which is linked directly to
the achievement levels of both staff and students and the financial viability of institutions.
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Staff development
There are many developments making new demands on the professional skills of lecturers. Two issues
of particular importance are the design of flexible modular courses compatible with the efficient use
of space resources and the introduction of new methods of web based course delivery. Extensive
experience and proven expertise is available to assist such innovative course developments.
The portfolio of services, together with related case studies, are described on our website.
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